**NOMENCLATURE**

- **FILED** - Total applications under prosecution (IN + US + EP + JP + Others)
- **GRANTED** - Total applications granted (alive plus dead) (IN+ US+ EP+ JP+ Others)
- **LAPSED** - Patent whose term has expired
- **CEASED** - Patent that is not maintained
- **ABANDONED No.** - Abandoned during prosecution
- **TOTAL DISCLOSURES** - No. Under IPTeL Prosecution + No. Under IPO Prosecution + No. granted in India + No. (Abandoned/Ceased) in India + No. not approved by IPTeL

**Patent Families (1995-2017):** (A family is a set of patents filed in different countries against the same disclosure. Family does not include patents only filed in India)

Number of Families: 172
Number filed directly to PCT/USPTO: 23 (No Indian Patent was filed)
Number of Indian patents filed in the family bucket: 149

**Total Disclosures made by IISc faculty members to IPTeL (1995-2017):** 511 (December 2017)
Number Under Prosecution (India + Foreign): 374 (December 2017)

Total = 374
Foreign Patents Under Prosecution: 55 (December 2017)

Granted Patents Alive and Lapsed/Ceased: (December 2017)
Break-up of Patents Granted and Applications Filed in a Particular Year:

Division Wise Break-up of Patents Granted and Applications Filed as November 2017:
Year Wise Break-up of Disclosures Submitted to IPTeL

Cumulative:

Cumulative, No of Disclosures submitted to IPTeL